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1.
PISCATORIAL TERMINOLOGY IN OLD FRENCH.
I. INTRODUCTION.
The thumbing of a few pages of Godefroy's Dictionnaire
de I'ancienne langue francaise suffices to convince one that
Old French possessed quite a rich collection of words relat-
ing to fishing. The materials drawn upon for such terms are
many and varied. The "Ordonnances" of the Kings of France
mention a large number of prohibited instruments, all care-
fully enumerated. Various other customaries, charts, regi-
sters, inventories, and similar documents in the different
archive collections, as well as early printed treatises on
agriculture and rural life, have also their share of such
terms, and a certain number occur even in literary texts.
Godefroy has attempted, though perhaps not very systematical-
ly, to gather all of these words into his great dictionary
of the old French language. The dictionary of La Curne de
Sainte-Palaye too, includes a fairly large number of them,
as does also the great dictionary of medieval Latinity
by Du Cange. In short one may say that the materials for
a study of Old French piscatorial terminology are numerous,
that the greater part of the terms have already been cata-
logued, that their relative abondance would seem to indicate
that fishing has always been a source of amusement and
profit for the French people, and that the Parisians whom
the tourist sees in the summer time fishing from the quais
along the Seine, even in the heart of Paris, are simply

continuing the tradition of their medieval ancestors,
whose activity in this line has furnished us with our
collection of Old French piscatorial terminology.
Many of these medieval terms, names of forgotten
fishing implements, are very little known. In most cases
the dictionary gives only the meager definition, "instrument
pour la pSche" , or "sorte de filet". Many have undoubtedly-
gone out of the language together with the disappearance
of the instruments for which they were used. Others probably
still survive in the various dialects, or are used only by
fishermen. Probably many of the terms were originally
local and applied to apparatus called by a different name
in other localities. For the lexicographer this group of
words would seem to offer an exceptionally rich field
for investigation.
This thesis is an attempt to make as complete a
collection as possible of these terms, in order to have
together in convenient form the words, together with
whatever information lexicographical research has made
available, not with the intention of securing any immedi-
ate new and valuable results, but rather to provide a
suitable collection of materials upon which to base a
more extensive, future, lexicographical study.
This thesis represents then, first, the result of
the careful, rather laborious ransacking of the Old French
dictionaries for fishing terms; second, the search for
information regarding them wherever such information
was- to be had.

This ransacking of about thirteen thousand pages
of dictionaries began, naturally, with the ten volumes
of Godefroy, which afforded by far the greatest number of
fishing terms. After Godefroy had been ransacked from A
to Z, La Curne was examined in the same way, and a number
of words overlooked by Godefroy were added to the list.
Finally an examination of the French index to Du Cange
added still others not found in the two former works. The
result of all this dictionary thumbing is a collection of
about two hundred and fifty words, constituting a more or
less complete piscatorial vocabulary of Old French.
However it is realized that the collection is not
complete . Godefroy missed many words, and it is only
natural that the same should have been done by La Curne
and Du Cange. In fact, it is probable that, in spite of
the labors of all three, some fairly common fishing terms
have not yet been catalogued. A study of all the examples
given under the different fishing terms in Godefroy, per-
haps also in La Curne, but especially in Du Cange, will
doubtless add a number of words to the list. This study
time has not permitted to be made for the present thesis.
A special examination, with this end in view, of the
original documents in the collection of the "Ordonnances
des rois de France", and of the other documents drawn
upon by the dictionary makers will probably yield still
a larger collection. When all this has been done the list
may be considered reasonably complete.
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A few short general observations regarding the words
collected and the examples in which they occur may be
interesting. However time and the materials at hand have
not allowed the compilation of complete and exact sta-
tistics. The most striking fact to be noted is, perhaps,
that comparatively few of the terms have to do with sea
fishing. As far as can be made out from the examples
given in the dictionaries, they refer, with few exceptions,
to fishing carried on in the rivers. As to the character
of the terms, by far the great majority are names of dif-
ferent varieties of nets and traps. A few names for hooks,
lines, fishspears, and various other accessories occur,
also a few names of different types of fishing boats, and
terms relating to duties paid for fishing rights and
privileges. Some few of the terms are names of station-
ary constructions built in the rivers.
As regards the localities from which the examples
come, it is difficult, from the examples collected in the
dictionaries, to make any very exact statement. However
they would seem to be mostly in central and northern France.
The sources furnishing the greatest number of fishing
terms to the compilers of the dictionaries are the "Ordon-
nances des rois de Prance", and the collection "JJ. Tr6sor
des chart es
"
, a vast collection of old documents, letters
of remission, etc., kept in the French National Archives
at Paris. The number of references to these two collections
seems to be about the same. The "Grand Coutumier", and the
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collection of manuscripts in the Bibliotheque Kationale,
designated by Godefroy as "Richelieu", come next, and are
about equal in the number of examples furnished. Other
collections furnishing a considerable number of examples
are the Coutumes g^ndrales, Nouvelles coutumes g^ndrales,
Coutumes de Haynault, Chambre des comptes de Paris, Archives
de la Seine-Inf4rieure . Among the printed books on agri-
culture, the "Somme rurale" of Boutellier"* gives a certain
number, as does also the "Prouffitz charnpestres" , the trans-
lation made by Frere Nicole"' 1 of the "Opus Ruralium Commod-
orurn" of Petrus de Crescentiis (1230-1310), an Italian writer
on agriculture. These latter however deserve special treat-
ment and will be discussed in a later paragraph, and in the
body of the thesis in the notes on the words themselves.
Among the literary texts furnishing a few isolated examples
may be mentioned the "Roman de la Rose", the works of Sustache
Deschamps, Marie de France, Belleau, Balf, Froissart, some of
the "Fabliaux", and the "Roman de Rou" . Two early diction-
aries might also be added : the French-English dictionary
of Cotgrave, and the French-Spanish dictionary of Oudin.
It is not easy to give any exact figures for the
periods to which the examples belong, as many of the latter
* Boutellier, a French jurisconsult, born at Mortagne(Nord)
,
in the second half of the fourteenth century, died in the early
part of the fifteenth century. Godefroy used the edition of
1486, La Curne that of 1603.
** No information was obtainable concerning the author of
this translation, which was printed in 1516, according to Gode-
froy. This book is not in the catalogue of the British Museum,
nor in Brunet , Manuel du libraire, nor in other bibliographical




are not dated in the dictionaries, however the century "best
represented in the dated examples is the fourteenth. Next in
order come the fifteenth, thirteenth, and sixteenth centuries.
There seems to be almost nothing from the twelfth century.""'
Regarding the forms of the words found in the various
examples, the number of variants is in many cases quite
considerable, depending largely on the number of examples,
the period over which the use of the words extends, different
systems of spelling, and the number of different localities
from which the examples come.
Having made this collection of fishing terms, the
next step was to examine all available sources for the re-
sults of researches already undertaken concerning their
origin and history. A certain number of them, perhaps
about twelve or thirteen per cent, have come down into
modern French and are to be found in the Dictionnaire g6n6-
ral and Littr^, and in most cases their etymology is
indicated. Then the different philological journals,
especially the Romania and the Zeitschrift fur romanische
Philologie, have furnished a certain amount of information.
Chief among the scholars, whose etymological studies,
contributed to these journals, have included some of these
words, are Thomas and Schuchardto Others from time to time
have added a few valuable notes. Korting's Lateinisch-
Romanisches Worterbuch has been of service in some cases,
-"- Dr. Blondheim informs me, however, that in the glosses
of Raschi, from this century, a certain number of names of
fishing implements occur, as ain, gore, reuse, nasse.

7in giving references to other periodicals and special works.
These works, and others indicated in the bibliography, have
all been utilized, and whatever information has been found
regarding any of the words has been reproduced in the main
part of the thesis under the words themselves.
Among the interesting words which have received some
attention from scholars, and concerning which information
has been found and incorporated in this thesis, attention
may be called particularly to the following : Abler et ( Thomas )
,
Anwillerech(Thomas ) , Blgnon(Thomas ) , Boucel(Blondheim) , Char -





mas , Schuchardt ) , Estave(Bigot ) , Qui deau( Thomas , Schuchardt )
,
Pridnet (Behrens ) , Treineke (Horning ) , Vergal( Schuchardt ) . For
the words : Barle, Borgne, Bourdigue t Bourgin , a curious
etymology is offered by Elise Richter in her book, Die
Bedeutungsgeschichte der rornanischen Wortsippe bur(d)
.
Very little original work has been attempted in the
present thesis, however a few interesting facts have been
noted, and from time to time a little conjecture has been
hasarded.
One curious group of words noted is a little collection
already referred to taken by Godefroy from the French trans-
lation by Frere Nicole of the Latin agricultural work "Opus





Sspaderne , Fossine , Rivalle , Zacle t seem
to have no other authority than the examples from Frere
Nicole, and are probably simply more or less gallicized
forms of the words in the text from which the translation
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was made. These terms will be further discussed under the
words themselves.
Among the words where some original conjectures have
been made may be mentioned : Aucheure , B out
e
sac que , Chaus ses
,
Colaire . Funel, Sachel , Soubrois t Tache , Traiant t War
.
In the following pages will be found, arranged in alpha-
betic order, the two hundred and fifty words collected from
the dictionaries, together with whatever information has been
found regarding them. In all cases where only one example of
a word occurs the source cited by the dictionary has been
added immediately after the dictionary definition, and the
dictionary, or dictionaries, in which the word occurs have
also been indicated for each word. A glance at the collection
will show that a large part of the terms still remain to be
studied, and that the field is a promising one for investi-
gation. This material, as has already been pointed out, is
intended to serve as a basis for a more extensive study, which
will include a visit to France and an examination of the
original sources, and in which it is hoped that important




II. COLLECTION OF FISHING TERMS.
ABEC , abb., s.m., amorce, appeit pour prendre des oiseaux
et autres animaux. (G-odefroy ,Supp . ) . Etymology: a+beo. Cf.
Abbecher
.
ABLERET, s.m., sorte de f ilst .( Godefroy ,La Curne). The
Diet. g£n. gives as the etymology : "Derive" de able". According
to Thomas, Melanges d'£tymologie franpaise, the etymon of this
word would be """albular icius , albula ( >able ) aricius .
ABLIERE
,
s.m., ableret , filet
.
( Godefroy ) . Thomas, Nou-
veaux essais, speaking of the one example of this form, which
Godefroy takes from Du Cange, says: "La forme ung abliere cit6r
par Carpentier dans Du Cange, Ableia, d'apres un invent aire de
1511, est certainement fautive" .
ACQ, . s.m., droit sur la p§che .( Godefroy , La Curne). Car-
pentier in Du Cange, under Aquatia, thinks acq. simply an






s.m., ce qu'on doit acquitter, redevance, droit
de p<3age
.
Godefroy, however, treats Acq., droit sur la pe*che,
as a separate word.
ADIBLS
,
adj. (Godefroy, La Curne). La Curne says: "On
appeloit Rois adible une espece de nasse, peu diffeVente, sans
doute, du marchepied, que Cotgrave d^finit une demi-nasse que
les P§cheurs poussent devant eux, en marchant dans I'eau ...
Peut-e*tre faut-il lire Andible, et alors ce mot aura la meme
£tymologie qu'Andain ci-apres" . Godefroy also points out that

10.
"Le ras. lat. 1597B offre la lepon la rays a ables, qui semble
meilleure. Une charte citSe par Du Cange ( au mot Saurarium)
enumere des engins de pe*che
,




s.f., engin de peche prohibe .( Godefroy ) . Etymo-
logy: Derived from hocher, a+ hocher. Forster, Zeitschrift V,
97, derives hocher from a Germanic hoc.




Hain (La Curne). Etymology: Latin hamus (Kfirting, Lat. Rom.
WSrterbuch) . Cf. Hamepon.
ALLOTS
,
s.m., engin de p§che
.
( 1326 , Ord
.
, I ,793 . Godefroy,
La Curne). La Curne says the form is corrupt, and that instead
of: ... le truble, l'allois ... we should read: ... le truble
a bois, truble au bois ...
AMONDE, s.f., engin de p§che prohibe
.




AMORSAIL , s.m., amorce, appat
.
( P .Ferget , Nouv. Test.,
f.145 v. Godefroy). Etymology: Derived from amorce.






. 146 ,f 88. Godefroy).





,v,13 ,£d . 1815 . Godefroy). Ety-
mology: Derived from anguille. Cf. Diet. gen.
ANWILLERECH
.




Valenc . ,ap.La Fons , Gloss . , Godefroy). Etymology: '""anguill-
aricius
.
(Thomas , Le Suffixe -aricius en Franpais et en Pro-
vencal, Romania XXXI 1 ,177 ) .See also the variant Villerec.
APLET ,apleit ,aplait ,aplaiz , applet ,applect ,applis ,apploit
,
s.m., harnois, joug, filet pour la pSche.(La Curne ,Godefrov
,
Du Cange under Aploidum, Littre*, Diet. g£n.). Etymology: Latin
* applicitum. (La Curne, Diet. g£n
.
, F6*rster : Der Pflug in
Frankreich, Zeitschrift XXXIX, 9).
AUCHSURE, s.f., engin de peche .( 1343 ,Arch .JJ 74, f 40 r )
.
This form is probably a mistake on the part of Godefroy, who
gives only the one example indicated above. In Du Cange under
the word Boicheta an example is given (Libert, villae de Poilly
ann. 1341. ex Reg. 74. Chartoph. reg. ch. 68.), the text of
which is exactly the same as the example cited by Godefroy,
excepting that we have ancheure instead of aucheure . This
ancheure seems to denote not a complete fishing apparatus , but
rather something attached to it and not essential to its work-
ing :" jonchees sanz ancheures, nasses sanz ancheures" . It seems
possible that these ancheures may have been hooks, and that the
word goes back to a form""" hamicatura.
AVALOIR
,
-ouer, avail., s.m., avaloire, gorges que l'on




Etymology: Derived from avaler
. (Diet. g£n.).
BAGAU
, vox vernacula, Retis species .( Libert . loci de





BAINCHETE, s.m., engin de pgche ... Lee Ordonnances des
rois et Du Cange Scrivent baincheres . (Godefroy ) . Du Cange gives
the word under Bansella. Cf . Banchelle.
BANASTRE, bennastre , benaistre, banaste, benaste ,benate
,
beneste, s.f., augmentatif de banne , toile ou couverture qu'on
met sur les voitures ... sorte de panier, corbeille. Esp&-
ce d 1 engin pour la piche du veYou
.
( Gcdefroy ) . Diez, Etymolo-
gisches Wtfrterbuch ,48 , derives this word from the Celtic




-ielle, s.f., peut-etre panier en osier muni
de plusieurs ouvertures par lesquelles le poisson passe et ne
peut plus sort ir .( 1395 , Ord. sur la pe*che, Arch. Valenc. Go-
defroy) . Cf. Bainchete.
BANETON, mod. banneton, s.m., panier d'osier ... coffre
perc£ de trous qui sert aux pScheurs pour conserver dans I'eau
le poisson qu'ils ont pris, sorte de nassej panier a mettre
des fruits .( Godefroy ,Supp .) . Etymology: Derive de banne. (Diet.











ed. 1486. Godefroy). Elise Richter, Die Bedeutungs-
geschichte der romanischen Wortsippe bur(d), Sitzungsberichte
der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, Wien 1908, would
derive this word from a hypothetical, supposedly Celtic root,
bur(d). Cf. Boiron, Borgne, Bourdigue, Bourgin.
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BAS, s.m., engin de pSche .(Lundi apres Paq . 1289 ,Ord . s
.
la p§che. ras. Ste-Gen. 1133. Godefroy) .
BATSROBOUOIR ,bas-rebouer ou rembouer .( Godefroy , La
Curne) . Du Cange (Carpentier) under Batuda, says that bas and
rebours or reboucir are to be separated and considered as two
different words. Cf. Bas, Rembouer.
BAST I SON
,
s.f., construction ... Instrument de p§che .
(Godefroy)
.
BATT I Z ON t sorte de peiche.(In Privil. Macer. ad Mosam,
Du Cange under Batuda) . This word is clearly derived from





s.m., truble, filet de p§che.(1458, A.N.JJ 188,
piece 42. Godefroy ,Supp
.
) . Thomas, Romania XXXIX, 163, thinks
the proper form of the word bignon , and derives it from
' r bennionem. Cf. Banastre
.
BO IRON t s.m., instrument de peche
.
( 1308 ,Franch . de l'Isle
sur-le-Doubs , Cart, de Neufchatel, Bibl. Besanpon. Godefroy).
Elise Richter, Die Bedeutungsgeschichte der Romanischen Wort-
sippe bur(d), derives boiron from bur(d). See Barle.
BUIFCN, s.m. Est autem Buiron, instrumentum piscandi, de
quo in Redit
. comitat. Hannon. ann . 1265. ex Cam. Comput: ...
as seuwieres et a nasses. (Du Cange). Cf. Boiron.
BORGNE. We find in Du Cange, under Borgnus : "Est autem
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Borgne vel Borgnon apud Pictavenses, Instrumentum Piscatorium,
corbis nempe viminea. Lit. remiss, ann. 1447. in Reg. 178.
Chart oph. reg. ch. 236: Certains instrumens et engins pour
pescher poissons, nommez et appelez Borgnes ou Borgnons" . The
Diet. g6n. has the form bourgne, nasse, sorte de filet, and
says concerning its etymology : "Emprunt e du provenp . mod.
bourgno, borgno , m.s. proprt . cavite, d'origine incertair.e;
le rapprochement avec borgne parait sans fondement". Elise
Richter, Bedeutungsgeschichte der Romanischen Wortsippe bur(d),
derives this word also from bur(d) . See Barle . Cf. also
Boiron, Bourdigue.
BORGNON . See Borgne.
BOUCEL
,
s.m., engin a pecher.(Gr. Cout. de Fr . p. 73.
La Curne) . Godefroy also has the word Bocel, with the follow-
ing variants: boucel, bousel, boussel, bucel, boisel, bochel,
bouchiel, buchel, boicel, boceau, and defines it as: "petit
tonneau, petit baril, vase a mettre diverses choses, panier,
caque" , but he does not give the meaning: Engin a pdcher. Cf
.
also Du Cange under Boicheta. This word and the five follow-
ing forms, bouchelle, boisse, boissel, boichee, boichier,
and probably also bous, seem to be related. D .S .Blondheim
discusses them, Romania ,XXXIX, 142
,
deriving bocel from
"butticellum. He points out that the form butticella occurs
in the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae.
BOUCHELLE
, s.f., espece d' engin a p£cher
.
(Chart . de
Hain., CXXXIV,8, Nouv. Cout. g£n., II, 150. Godefroy). Ety-
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mology: From Latin butticella. (D.S .Blondheim, Romania XXXIX,
142) . Cf . Boucel.
BOISSE, s.f., engin a p§cher.(La Curne). Etymology:
Derived from butt ia. (D.S .Blondheim, Romania XXXIX, 142 ) .
Cf. Boucel.
BOISSEL. (Du Cange under Bccella 2). This form is
simply a variant of Boucel.
BOICHEE
,
s.f., sorte d 1 engin pour prendre du poisson.
(1343, Arch. JJ 74, f 40 r . Godefroy) . Cf. Du Cange under
Boicheta. See Boucel.
BQICHIER , a netmaker.(Du Cange under Boicheta). See
Boucel
.
BOURDIGUE. Pare fait de roseaux ou de Cannes, pour
prendre et conserver le poisson. (Du Cange, French Index,
and under Burdigala) . However no Old French example is cited
here. The word occurs in the Diet. gen. as bordigue. Its
etymology is given as : "Emprunte" du provenc
. bordiga, m.s.,
peut-£tre derive* de burda, mot employe par St. Augustin au
sens de vetement en joncs (amictus junceus). Elise Richter
derives it from bur(d). Cf. Barle.
BOURGIN t bregin, s.m., sorte de filet. (La Curne, Du
Cange under Broginus). The Diet. g6n says that this word is
borrowed from the Provenpal, and that its origin is unknown.





s.m., filet a mailles serrees et propre a




, Du Cange under
Broginus). Elise Richter seems to have missed this word.
BPURRAC HE t -ouche , boueresche, bouresche, borresche,
berroichs, bourroiche, s.f., engin de p§che . ( G-odefroy , La
Curne, Du Cange under Bertavellus ) . Elise Richter connects
these forms also with her bur(d). Cf. Barle
.
BCUS, s.m., I 1 action de pousser. Engin a pecher.
(La Curne). D.S .Blondheim, Romania XXXIX, 148, connects this
word with bocel (bcucel). La Curne adds the following vari-
ants: boutis, bouteis, boulteis.
BOUTERELLE
,
s.f., instrument de peche en osier servant
a conserver le poisson. (Godefroy) . Godefroy tells us that
boutrelle is still used in this sense in Poitou. The Diet,
gen. gives the form bouterolle, which it derives from bouter.




s.m., perche qui soutient un filet tendu.




, s.m., engin a pScher.(La Curne, Du Cange under




calepon ... Filet a
prendre poisson, en forme de poche, d'entonnoir, maintenu
au fond par des pieux, des piquet s .( Godefroy ,Supp
.) . Du Cange

17.
under Brace, Breyia, Braga, also has the spelling braye.
This braie would seem to be the same as braies from braccae.
BRESMOL
,








RE, s.f., engin de p3che
.
( Godefroy , Du Cange
under Buchia)
.
CAGE, caige. Instrumentum piscandi seu rete.(Du Cange
under Cagia 1). Modern French still uses this word for the
following: 1 ' 1. Coffre a claire-voie pour garder le poisson
vivant dans l'eau. 2. Fermeture a claire-voie qui empSche le
poisson de s'echapper par la bonde d'un etang. 3. Sorte de
nasse qu'on abat sur le poisson pour le prendre lorsqu'il
est au fond de l'eau. (Diet. gen.). Etymology : "Du lat . cavea,













GE, s.m., droit sur la p£che.(1314, Reg. de la Ch.
des compt. de Paris, f 144 r
,
ap. Du Cange, Cenagium, Gode-
froy). Du Cange defines the word as : "Prestat io pro jure
piscandi cum instrumento, quod quibusdam Ceane vel Cene




s.f., menu engin de peche.(Cout. de Gorze
,
XVI, 67, Nouv. Gout, gen
.
,11 ,1097 . Godefroy). Godefroy tells
us that in Lorraine charpagne means a large osier basket,

18.
and that it is also used in the Franche-Comte for a kind of
basket. Horning, Zur Wortgeschichte des OstfranzSsischen
,
Zeitschrift XVIII, 215, thinks that the word comes from Latin
carpire, Old French charpir.
CHAS, s.m., travee; engin de p6che; machine de guerre;





s.f., engin a pecher.(La Curne). Cf. Chas.
CHAUSSES t ret is genus (ex Stat. ann. 1402 .torn. 8 .Ordinat
.
reg. Franc, pag. 536. art. 74.. Du Cange, Caligae Alatae under




s.m., p&cherie, gord.(Lit. remiss, ann. 1403.
in Reg. 158. Chartoph. reg. ch. 52. Du Cange under Nasserium)
CHIPHRE, ciffre, instrument de pSche. These two forms
occur in Du Cange under Chiphus (not Ciphus as the index
indicates), and Cifrae. They occur in Godefroy in several of
the examples in which lists of fishing implements are given,
but he has no article Chiphre or Ciffre.
CHOFNET t s.m., sorte de filet. (Lib. Custum., I, 117,
Brit. rer. script. Godefroy). Probably the same as Codnet.
CHOTNST
,
s.m., sorte de filet. (Lib. Custum., I, 117,
Brit. rer. script. Godefroy). Probably the same as Codnet.
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CLAIRE TAILLE, s.f., sorte de filet. (1510, Affranchisse-
ment des habitants d'Amoncourt, Revue des soci^te's sav. sept-
ieme se>ie, t. Ill, deuxieme livraison. Godefroy).
CLAVEL , ret is genus (in Charta ann. 1403. ex Reg. 207,
Chartoph. reg. ch. 138. Du Cange under Clavus).
CLIQUET
,
s.m., engin a pecher.(La Curne, Du Cange under
Cliquetura) . Etymology: Probably derived from cliquer. In the
Diet. gen. we find as one of the definitions of Cliquette:
"Pierres trouees que les pe*cheurs attachent a leurs filets
pour les faire aller au fond de l'eau".
CLINQ.UET t instrumentum piscatorium . ( Du Cange under
Cliquetum) . According to Du Cange this is a bad reading.
C03ILL0N
, s.m., nasse.(La Curne, Du Cange under Cobla)
.
C0CH0IS, cochoiz, s.m., filet. (1403, Arch. JJ 158,
piece 52. Godefroy, Du Cange under Cobla).
CODNET, s.m., sorte de filet. (Lib. Custum. ,1,116, Rer
.
brit. script. Godefroy). This word seems to be derived from
an English codnet (cod+net). Cf. Ulrix, De Germaansche
Elementen in de Romaansche Talen, article 397; Behrens
,
Franzosische Wortgeschichte und Grammatik, p. 223.
CpLAJRE, cogolaire, s.m., sorte de f ilet .( Godefroy )
.
Godefroy takes this word from the French translation by Frere
Nicole (edition of 1516) of the Opus Ruralium Commodorum of
Petrus de Crescentiis (1230-1310), an Italian writer on agri-
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culture. The word used by Petrus de Crescentiis in the Latin
original seems to have been Gogolacia (Du Cange). The French
translator would seem either to have made his translation
from the Italian translation, or at least to have used it,
and to have simply taken over an Italian word slightly galli-
cized, for the dictionary of the Accademia della Crusca has
the word Cogolaria, the definition of which corresponds exact-
ly to the Colaire, Cogolaire, described in the example given





combe, s.f., bois, pieux, batardeaux, barrages,
plantations, engins fixes, dans les lits des rivieres, destin6s
a retenir le poisson, a proteger les rives ... (Godefroy, Du
Cange under Cumbra) . J.Cornu, Romania XXIV, 114, derives the
word from Latin cumera, cumerus
.
COMMEE, s.f., sorte d'engin de pSche.(Eloy Damernal,
le Livre de la diablerie, f 18
,
ed. 1507. Godefroy).
CORDIER, s.m., bateau employe par le pecheur qui peche





COUBLE. Du Cange, under Coble, thinks that Couble may
mean a sort of net
.
COUPLE
, s.m., filet a queue, ayant la forme d'une grande
bourse
.
(1331, Hist, de Metz, IV, 67. Godefroy). Godefroy adds:
"Ce mot existe encore sous la forme et sous la prononciation

cope dans la langue du pays mess in." In the Diet. g£n. under
Couple (du lat . copula) we find as one of the definitions:
"Fil de fer courbe' dont les deux extremites portent chacune





espSce de nasse.(Stat. ballivi Senon. ann.
1327. ex Reg. 65. Chartoph. reg. ch. 69. Du Cange under
Bertavellus )
.
CRAMAIL , faute pour Tramail, Sorte de filet pour la
pdche.(Du Cange under Crammale). See Tramail.
CREVELLE, s.f., sorte de bateau pe*cheur .( Godefroy ) .
CROSNEL, cronel, s.m., engin pour pficher dans les crdnes.
(Godefroy). The Diet. gen. says that the origin of crSne is
unknown
.
CRUBLE, s.m., engin a pdcher. C'est certainement une
faute pour truble.(La Curne).
CUIDEL t s.m., outil de pSche .( Godefroy ) . See Guideau.
DAGAGNE, degagne
,
s.f., sorte de filet. (P. des Crescens,
Prouffitz Champ., f 125 r . ed. 1516. Degagne, f 133 r .
Godefroy) . This word seems to occur in French only in this
translation of Petrus de Crescentiis, Opus Ruralium Commo-
dorum, and is evidently borrowed from the Italian. Du Cange
gives the word Degagus which seems to bs the word translated
by Dagagne , and which Du Cange derives from the Hebrew Doug,
per reduplicationem, Dagag, Piscari. Thomas, Melanges
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d'etymologie franpaise, p. 62, thinks the word derived from
a Latin * decania (from decern). Schuchardt, Zeitsohrift XXVI,
407, connects dagagne with north Italian argagna, regagna,
ragagna, which he derives from the Germanic rac, racc-=rake.
DARSELLES , s.f .pi., sorte de filet. (1413, Aveux du
bailliage, Arch. P294, reg. 4. Godefroy).
DORAIGE
, s.m., celui qui leve un p6age etabli sur le
poisson de riviere .( 1406, Arch. JJ 160, piece 400. Godefroy).
DOUBLEE
,
s.f., filet. (Ord. des rois de Fr. II, 12, La
Curne) . In Du Cange under Dobletus we find the form doublet.
This word seems to be derived from doublsr.
DROGUEUR
,
s.m., navire destine a la peche du hareng.
(Mem. de la fondation du Havre de Grace, p. 71. Godefroy).
EAVIE, eaudie, eaurie, s.f., droit du seigneur sur le
produit de la peche un jour par semaine .( Godefroy ) . Godefroy
also has the form Eauvie, under which he says "voir Eavie"
.
Etymology: Probably derived from eau.
EGRINGAON
,
s.m., engin de peche. (Gout, du fief de I 1 eau,
transcr. au XV s . dans le Liv. des Jures de S. Ouen, f 138 r
,
Arch. Seine-Inf. Godefroy).
ENGIN, angin, amgin, anging, engeinh, engeng, enging,
engien, engieng, enghien, engig .( Godefroy , La Curne, Du Cange
under Ingenium 4.). This term (from Latin ingenium) is com-
monly applied to all classes of fishing implements. Harnois
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is used in much the same way. Cf. Harnois.
ESCHE, hesche, eche, esce, asche, aische, oiche, s.f.,
appat, amorce. (G.odefroy, La Curne). Etymology: Latin esca.
Other derived forms are: the verb, aeschier, aessier, aequier,




ESCHIPART, piscandi instrument urn
.
(Lit . remiss, ann
.
1397. ex Reg. 152. ch. 289. Du Cange under Schippa)
.
ESCLOTOUERE t escloutoire, s.m., filet, tralneau.(La
Curne, Du Cange under Exclotoria)
.
ESCCRCHERIE , retis species. (Du Cange under Scorticaria)
.
This is another word occurring in the French translation of






s.f., engin de pSche . ( G-odefroy ) .
This word is also taken from the translation of Petrus de
Crescentiis. See preceding word.
ESTALEE
,
s.f., construction de pieux fichus dans une
riviere pour y tendre des filets et y prendre du poisson.
(Du Cange under Stallaria) . This word, and the following
word, are clearly related to the modern 6taler< Germanic
stall. Cf. K5rting, Lateinisch* Romanisches Worterbuch.
ESTALIERE
,
-alliere, s.f., etalier, pare, etablissement
de pieux et de perches fait au bord de la mer pour tendre des
f ilets
.





s.f., grand filet, et droit qu'on payait pour
pouvoir le tendre.(Ch. de 1343, Richel. 3463, f 67. Godefroy,
Du Cange). Gaston Bigot, Romania XXXVII, 299, points out that
the word estaves occurs only in this one example, a chart of
Philippe VII, dated September 27, 1343, the original of which
has been lost, in which the King donates to Philippe d'Alen-
con, second son of Charles de Valois,"eix mille livres de
rente assises sur la ville et chatellenie de Domfront , en
Normandie" . In the act of acceptance of September 28 of the
same year "les estans" occurs instead of "les estaves". Con-
sequently Gaston Bigot concludes that the form estave does
not exist in any French example. He remarks, however, in
passing that statua, found in the Lex Salica, if found in
French, should give estave, as statualis gives estavel.
SSTIVAGE , -aige
,
s.m., sorte de droit sur le poisson.
(1318, Arch. JJ 56, piece 305. Godefroy).
BTRIQUF.TS
,
s.m., filots attaches a une perche dite eti-
quet.(Cout. gen. t. I, p. 959. La Curne )
.
FAISSEL, faissiel, feissel, fassel, faschel, fazel,
faisaul, fessel, s.m., fagot; fascine pour la p$che.(1327,
Arch. JJ 65, piece 69. Godefroy, Du Cange under Fessina)
.
The etymology seems to be ,rfascicellus . (Kfirting , Lateinisch*
Romanisches WSrterbuch) . Cf. Faisine.
FAISINF
,
faissine, fessine, s.f., fascines pour la
peche.(La Curne, Du Cange under Fessina). Etymology: From
Latin fascina. Cf. Faissel.
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FARE, s.f., engin de pSche
.
(Godefroy , La Curne ) . Gode-
froy gives also: Fareur, s.m., celui qui pSche avec le filet
appel6 fare.
FASSE, s.f., nasse.(La Curne, taken from Cotgrave).
FEILLIER t s.m., fascine pour pScher . ( 1482 , Arch. JJ 207,
piece 349. Godefroy).
FELLE, s.f., espece de filet. (La Curne, taken from Ou-
din) .
FEUME, s.f., sorte d'engin de p&che
.
( Chron. et hist,
saint, et prof., Ars. 3515, f 25 v . Godefroy).




fillange, s.f., sorte de f ilet .( Godefroy , La
Curne, Du Cange under Filatum 1.).
F I LAN
P
RE, fill-, s.f., filet. (1392, Arch. JJ 142,
piece 301. Godefroy, Du Cange under Filatum 1.).
FILET
,
s.m., rets pour pour prendre oiseaux, poissons.
(La Curne). Etymology : "Derive de fil.(Dict. g£n.). Cf. Fil.
FLATS
,




Livre rouge d'Abbev., f
. 19. Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange
under Flecta)
.
Th same example has flaitieur for the fisher-





v.n., p§cher avec un engin qu'on appelait flave
.
(Arch. P 1388, cote 116. Godefroy). The name of the instru-
ment itself would seem not to occur.
FOGAT
,
a.m., lanterne a feu pour pecher
.
( Ord . I, p. 793.
Godefroy, La Curne) .
FOINE
,
foinne, foyne, foisne, foene, fouene, fuyne
,
s.f.,
fourche de fer servant a prendre le poisson de riviere .( Gode-
froy) . The Diet. gen. has the forms fouine, foene, foine.





FOINET, foynet, s.m., fourche de fer servant a prendre
le pcisson de riviere .( Godefroy ) . See preceding word.
FONCHIGNE
,
-chine, s.f., instrument pour la p3che.(1454,




, fuscine, s.f., instrument de fer a plusieurs
fourchons pour prendre le poisson de riviere et les gre-
nouilles
.
(Godefroy ) . This is another word occurring only in
the French translation of Petrus de Crescentiis. Cf. Colaire,
Dagagne, Escorcherie, etc. The word fossine goes back to
the Latin fuscina. Cf. Foine.
FOUGER, s.m., sorte de droit de peche.(1396, Cout. de
Dieppe, f 14 v
,
Arch. Seine-Inf. Godefroy).
FOUSSER, v., pecher .(Desch. f. 412 . La Curne).
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s.m., bregin, sorte de filet. (1307, Arch. JJ
163, piece 103. Godefroy, Du Cange under Ganguilo). Cf. mo-
dern gangui (Littr£).






s.m., pScherie consistant en deux
rangs de perches obliques, reunis par un filet. (La Curne , Du
Cange under Gurga) . Etymology: Scheler, Diet, d'dtymologie
franpaise, derives gord from Latin gurges, but notes that
Meyer and Gaston Paris doubt this etymology. Gaston Paris,
Romania IX, 332, however, accepts this etymology for the
form gourt . The Diet. gen. says that the origin is uncertain.
KSrting, Etymologisches W6rterbuch der Franz5sischen Sprache
,
says that the origin is unknown.
GOULARD
,
s.m., engin de pe*che ordinairement en osier.
(Godefroy). Cf. modern gueule
.
GOULET t s.m., espece d'entonnoir a l'entree d'un filet
en manches.(La Curne). Cf. modern gueule.
GOURDANE, -anne
,
-aire, -ainne, s.f., sorte d 1 engin de
peche. (Godefroy, Du Cange under Gordana)
.

GPIDEAP , guide1, quideau, quidel, cuidel, s.m., engin
a pecher, pScherie
.
( Godefroy , La Curne , Du Cange under Gis-
cellus). Thomas, Romania XXV, 445, shows that guideau and
the English kiddle are identical, and suggests as an etymo-
logy the German word Kittel. Schuchardt , Zeitschrift XXV,
498, proposes instead of Kittel the German word Keutel
(Keidel, Kiedel), part of a net. Cohn, Archiv fur das Stu-
dium der neueren Sprachen CIII, 239, suggests that another





, voir Haim.(La Curne). Etymology: Thomas, Ro-
mania XLI
,
281, derives hamepon from haraus and the suffix
-epon. He offers the following explanation of the suffix
-econ : "On sait qe le latin vulgaire a aplique de bone
eure -ionem, avec la valeur d'un diminutif, aus mots dont
le radical se termine par un t : " infant ionem> enfanc on. ..
Je supose qe le suffixe diminutif -et a servi de point de de
part a un nouveau diminutif compose -epon. II serait impru-
dant de faire remonter cet -epon a un tipe du latin vulgaire
"-ittionem, car aucun exanple ne sanble assez ancien pour
cela"
.
HAMEUR, s.m., engin pour pecher .( Godefroy ) . Etymology:
Derived from Latin hamus
. Cf . Ain.
HANS IN. s.m., engin a pgcher.(C.G. I, p. 813. La Curne).
A. Delboulle includes hanzin in his list of :"Mots obscures
et rares de l'ancienne langue franpaise" (Romania XXXIII, 363;
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XXXVI, 272). A. Horning, Zeitschrift XVI, 527, thinks anzin
derived from hamic(a)* inura. D. Behrens , Zeitschrift fur
Franzosische Sprache und Literatur XXVIII, first part, p.
303, says the word is derived from Latin hamus . The word
still exists in Walloon.
HARNAS, harneis, harnois, s.m., engin (de peche) . (Gode-
froy, La Curne, Du Cange under Harnesium). This word, like
Engin, is generally applied to all manner of fishing imple-
ments. Etymology: Derived from Celtic harn. (K5rting
,
Etymo-
logisches Worterbuch der Franz6sischen Sprache).
HEOQUE, s.m., espece de filet. (Livre Rouge d'Abbeville,
La Curne). The definition "filet" seems doubtful. The origin
of this word is clearly to be sought in the Germanic hoc.
HOUC, ouc , houlc
,
s.m., hamepon; a designe un parti au
XV s
.
, dans les Pays-B-as ,(G . Chart ell., Chron., I, 209, Kerv.
Godefroy, Du Cange under Cabelgences ) . Cf. Heoque.
JQNCHIE
,
joinchie, junchie, jonchiee, jonchee, jonssiee,
s.f., botte d'herbe dont on se sert pour prendre du poisson.
(Godefroy, Du Cange under Juncheria)




laissiere, lachiere, lasere, s.f., lacet,
cordon,, engin, filet ou lacs de chasseur et de pecheur. This






LAC ON , -ceon, -son, -pun, -spun, -czon, -chon, lasson,
s.m., lien, filet, lacet .( Godefroy ) . Etymology: Derived from
lacs. Cf. Laciere.















LINEUSE, s.m., sorte d'engin de peche .( 1441-1443
,
Reg.
aux Comptes, f 102, Arch. mun. Dinant . Godefroy).
LOS, s.m., sorte d'engin de peche
.
(M6m. de la Ch„ des








rived from Latin macula. Cf. modern maille.
MARCHEP IE
,
-pied, -pier, s.m., engin de peche prohibe.
(Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Marchipes). Etymology:
"Compose de marche, imp^ratif de marcher, et pied". (Diet,
gen.). The meaning fishing implement, however, seems not to
have come down into modern French.
MCLINEL , moeul, s.m., engin de peche. (1396, Coust . de
Dieppe, p. 23, Coppinger. Godefroy). Etymology: Probably
derived from ""molinum. Cf. moulin.
MORSEL
,
-seau, -ceau, -seal, s.m., morsure; instrument




Godefroy) . Cf. modern morceau.
MUCE, musce, rausse, muche
,
mouce, s.f., cachette, ...
Sorte de filet
.
(Boutell . sorame rur.l p.,f 134, 6d. 1486 . (Gode-
froy, La Curne). Modern French has the verb musser meaning
to hide, which the Diet. gen. derives from Popular Latin
'"muciare, of uncertain origine, probably Celtic.
NASSE
,
nace, s.f., engin de p£che .( Godefroy , La Curne).
Cf. modern nasse. Etymology : "Du lat . nassa.(Dict. gen.). A
number of other derived forms occur: Nasse pellee , s.f.,
sorte d 1 engin de peche
.
(Godefroy) . Nasson , s.m., grande nasse.
(Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Nasseriura) . Nasseron ,








s.m., pecherie .( Godefroy , La Curne, Du Cange under
Nasserium) . Nasser ie
,
s.f., ensemble de nasses posees dans
le lit d'une riviere, sur un mSme point .( Godefroy ) . Nasseier ,
s.m., pecherie. (La Curne). Nasse or , nasseur , s.m., fabricant
de nasses .( Godefroy ) . Snnasser , v. a., mettre, jeter dans la
nasse, dans le f ilet .( Godefroy ) . Nassie
,
adj., qui est dans
une nasse .( Godefroy )
.
NAUSE, s.f., pecherie. (JJ 48, p. 164, an. 1310. La
Curne, Du Cange under Nassa). Godefroy seems to consider
nause as a form of na§ge. In the examples under his article








nuicterne, s.m., droit de peche, pendant
telle nuit de l'annee qu'il plairait au comte ou a 1'evSque
de choisir
.





s.f., engin de pSche .( Godefroy , La Curne).
PANCHON, s.m., sorte de filet. (La Curne). Du Cange has
also: penchon, under Panchon; penchun, under Gordana and
Panchon
.
PANSLKT, s.m., panneau, fi let
.
(Modus , f. 102. La Curne).
This word and the words pannel, panilliere, penel, would seem
to be related to the modern panneau, which the Diet. sen.





(Desch . f. 438. La Curne).
Cf. Panelet.





s.f., filet, panneau .( Cotgr . La Curne).
Cf. Panelet.
PAUCHON t peauchon, paupon, peuchon, peusson, pouchon,
pochon, popon, s.m., pieu; instrument propre a la p§che.
(Godefroy). Etymology: Derived, perhaps, from poche.
PAUCHER t v.n., pdcher
.
( Consuet . Aurel. apud Thaumasser.
ad calcem assis. Hierosol. Du Cange under Piscator) . In the
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pennel, s.ra., filet, panneau.(Du Cange under
Penellum, Pennellus 2). Cf. Pannel.
PERELLE t adj., ?(Godefroy). Godefroy gives two exam-
ples (1328, Arch. JJ 115, f 56 r , and 1379, Arch. JJ 115,
f . 20 v ) in both of which we find "nasses perellees"
.






pairire, perire, poiriere, s.f., carriSre de pierres. ...
Filet leste" de cailloux. (Godefroy ) . Etymology: Thomas,
Romania XXXI
,
4, in an article on caillou, mentions perriere
from "petraria.
PERSANT t s.m., sorte de filet; mot ancien qui n'a etc"
rencontre
1
que dans un texte liegeois de la premiere moitie
du XVII s.(1625, Chambre des finances, LXXVI, f 284 v, Arch.
Liege. Godefroy).
PESCHER t peschier, pecher, pesquier, piesquier, pesxier,
v., pecher. (La Curne , Du Cange). Etymology: "Du lat . pop.
'""piscare (class, piscari )"
. (Diet . gen.). Other forms derived
from pescher are : Peschable , -eable , adj., qu'on peut pecher.
(Godefroy). Peschage
,
s.m., p§che, produit de la p§che. (Gode-
froy, La Curne, Du Cange under Pisca 2). Peschaille , pechalle,
pescaille, pesquaille, s.f., peche, poisson que l'on a peche.





(Godefroy) . Pescheis t peskis, s.m., pecherie.
(Godefroy). Peschement , pech., poisch., s.m., pSche , action
de pgcher. (Godefroy). Pescheor , -our, -eeur, -eur, pesq.,




-ece, pesqu., pexh., peescheresse
,
adj. f., de
pecheur, destine a la peche
.
(Godefroy , La Curne). Pescheret »
-ceret, pech., adj., propre a la peche .( Godefroy , La Curne,
Du Cange under Pisca) . Pescherie , pbcherie, peesquerie,
paixerie, poisserie, s.f., action de pScher, pSche .( Godefroy
,
La Curne, Du Cange under Pescarium) . Pescheur
,
s.m., pScheur,
cas regime. (La Curne). La Curne also gives pescherre, cas
sujet. Pescheure
,
s.f., pidce d'eau destinee a la peche.
(Godefroy). Pescheux
,
adj., poissonneux .( Godefroy ,La Curne).
Peschier
,
pescher, s.m., piece d'eau moins grande que l'6tang
et destinee a la peche .( Godefroy , La Curne, Du Cange under
Piscare). Peschier e
,
pechiere, pessiere, s.f., lieu destine
a la p§che
.
(Godefroy , La Curne, Du Cange under Piscare).
Pechison
,
-isson, s.f., peche, action de pdcher .( Godefroy )
.
Pechoir t pessoer, s.m., lieu destine" a la p§che .( Godefroy )
PESSOIER
,
s.m., lieu de p§che .( Godefroy ) . This word
is probably a variant of Pechoir.
PJETERESNET, s.m., ? (Lib. Custum., T, 117, Rer. brit
script. Godefroy). Behrens , Franzosische 'Vortgeschichte und
Grammatik, p. 223, says that the last three letters of this
word represent the English net. Cf. Codnet.
POINSOUER
,
s.m., instrument propre a la p^che.(tom. 7.

Ordinat. reg. Franc, pag. 779. art. 47. Du Cange under
Pressorium). Du Cange thinks this reading a mistake
. Cf.
Puisoir.
POUSSQIR , s.ra., engin a p£cher . (Bout .Somrne rur . p. 507
La Curne)
.
PRESSUPER , s.m., instrument propre a la p6che.(3tat.
ann. 1402. ex Cod. reg. 9849. 4. fol. 4. 4 r. Du Cange under




s.m., lamproie, dans un texte anglo-normand
.
(Lib. Custum., I, 117, Rer. brit. script. Godefroy). Behrens
FranzSsische Wortgesch ichte und Grammatik, p. 223, says of
Pridnet :"Das Wort bedeutet siCher nicht "Lamprete" , wie
Godefroy angibt , wohl aber vermutlich "Lampretennet z" (ne.
pride, die Lamprete), wie unter codnet ein Kabeljaunetz
(engl. cod, Kabeljau, Dorsch) zu verstehen sein durfte"
.
Cf. Codnet.
PUCHEREL, puchette, instrument propre a la pgche.
(Reg. Corb. 13. sign. Habacuc fol. 39. v. Du Cange under
Pressorium. These forms are probably related to Puisoir.
PUISOIR
,
puissoir, puisoer, puissouer, poinsouer,
puisouir, pissouay, puichoir, pucheoir, puchoir, s.m.,
lieu ou l'on puise de l'eau a une riviere, puisard. ...
Sorte d' engin de p£che .( Godefroy , La Curne, Du Cange under
Pressorium). Etymology : Puisoir is derived from puiser.
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puysois, s.m., engin de p3che, syn. de puisoir.
(1534-1535, Compte, Arch. mun. Mezieres GC 35, f 137 v. Gode-
froy). Cf. Puisoir.
QUI DEL, quideau. See Guideau.
RABACE i -asce, s.f., sorte d 1 engin de pSche. (Godefroy,




engin de pSche prohibe'.to juill. 1317,
Ord. sur la peche, Richel. 1. 1397B. Godefroy).
RABETTE
,
s.f., engin de pe*che ou de chasse prohibe.
(Mai 1518, Mantellier, March, freq., Ill, 139. Godefroy).
Cf. Rabet.
RATS, s.m., filet, rets.(Ch. de Philippe, comte de
Flandres, sur les prestations d'Amiens. La Curne).
RAlZ , s.m.fr f., filet, rets. (La Curne). Cf. modern
rets. Etymology : "Du lat . retes, plur. de retem, m.s.,
employe* comme sing., devenu reiz, roiz, raiz, 4crit plus
r£cemment rez, rets, par reaction 6tymologique"
.
( Diet . g6n.).
RAME
,






( 1501 , Chart, du Cartul.
de S. Nicaise de Meulan, ap. Du Cange, Rameda. Godefroy).

37.
This word, and probably the preceding word Rarae, seem to




s.m., filet, engin de peche. (Gr. Cout. de
Fr., p. 73; Cotgrave. Godefroy, La Curne). Godefroy borrows
his first example from La Curne.
RASSAL
,
s.m., engin de p&che prohibe
.
( 1360 , Accord
pour la pScherie, Arch, admin, de Reims, III, 52, Doc. ined.
Godefroy). Cf. Rassat.





Moreau 166, f 187 v, Richel.). Cf. Rassal.
REBOURS, s.m., espece de filet. (Stat. ann. 1289, inter




, s.m., ustensile de p£che.(Gr. Cout. de
France, p. 28. La Curne). Cf. Rebours, Rembrouer.
REMBROUER
, s.m., instrument de pSche.(0rd. I, 794.
Godefroy). Cf. Rebours, Rembouer.
RESOJJE t s.f., engin de p§che
.( godefroy )
.
RETE, -ette, s.f., rets, filet .( Godefroy)
.
Godefroy
gives also the adjective ret<§, pris au filet.
REUSE, reusce, royse, ruse, s.f., nasse, rets, filet.
(Godefroy). This word still exists in 7/alloon. Grandgagnage
,
Dictionnaire de la langue V/allonne, derives it from the
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German Reuse, which has the same meaning. All of the examples
given by Godefroy are from the Walloon territory.
R I POLS
,
s.f., sorte d'engin de pgche
.
(Ordonn. de la
ville de Reims, Arch., admin, de Reims, t. Ill, p. 486, Doc.
inedit. Godefroy).
RIEZ , s.m., sorte de filet . (Boutellier , Somme rurale
,
p. 507. La Curne)
.
RISPE, s.f., plante odorante servant a faire un appat
pour le poisson. (Godefroy , La Curne).
RIVAL
,
revel, s.m., sorte de filet
.
(Modus , f 124 r,
Blaze. Godefroy). Cf. Rivalle, Italian rivale.
RIVALLE
,
s.f., engin de pSche.(Frere Nicole. Trad, du
Liv. des Prouffitz champ, de P. des Crescens, f 124 v, ed.
1516. Godefroy). For other words from this translation see
Colaire, Dagagne
,
Escorcherie, Fossine. The word used in
the Latin original was rivale (Du Cange). The "Vocabolario
della Crusca Compendiato" has rivale, which it derives from
Latin rivalis, and defines as :" Una sorta di rete da pigliar




verbe, pe*cher a la rivelette . ( 1534 , Coust. de




s.f., sorte de filet. (1534, Coust. de
Haynault, Coustumes gen., I, 813, ed. 1604. Godefroy). Cf.
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Rival, Rivalle, and Italian rivale.
RIVETOIRE, s.f., sorte de filet pour la p§che.(Gode-
froy)
.
RIZELL5, s.f., filet pour la p3che.(1395, Arch. JJ 147,
piece 223. Godefroy, La Curne , Du Cange under Resellus)
.
ROBCRIN, s.m., outil de peche.( Grand Cout. de Fr., I,
73; Cotegrave. Godefroy, La Curne). Cotgrave gives:" Roborin.
le bas rob. as Rembouer". He defines Rembouer as : "An Engine




s.m., engin de pSche .( Godefroy ) . All of the
examples given are from the Walloon territory. Godefroy says
that the word still exists in Walloon, but Grandgagnage






s.f., engin de p§che.(1421, Chambre des




s.m., filet pour chasser, pour pScher.
(La Curne). Cf. Raiz.




s.m., engin de peche en osier ou branches de
bois flexible, barrages fixes formes de piquets, de clayon-
nages, de pieux, qu'on placait ou qu'on disposait dans le
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Requite, ap. Mantellier, March. freq., II,
462. Godefroy)
.
ROUALLE t s.m., sorte de bateau pour la pSche.(1461,
Arch. Seine-Inf. G. 516. Godefroy).
SACHEX
,
-eel, -kiel, -quel, -quiel, sacquel, sacquiel,
sacqueau, sacheau, s.m., petit sac ... Sorte de filet. (1619,
Ch. du pays de Hainaut , Nouv. Cout. gen., II, 150. Godefroy).
Etymology : From Popular Latin ^"saccellus . Cf. English
satchel
.
SAINSINE, s.f., filet pour la peche.(JJ 159, p. 223,




s.m., filet a p<3cher les sames.(1402, Ord.,
VIII, 535. Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Samitium).
SAQjQER, v., p£cher avec un sac, espece de filet.
(Boutell. p. 860. La Curne). Etymology : Derived from sac.
Cf. Sachel.
SARDIMAU
, s.m., filet en nappes simples, dont les
mailles sont calibr^es pour prendre des sardines, des
anchoisj le mot s'emploie a Marseille, d'apres Du Cange
sous Sardinalis. (La Curne). Etymology : Derived from
sardine. Sardine^ Latin sardina (Diet. g6n.).





SAULMONNEURK , s.f., amorce pour le saumon . ( Oudin . La




s., instrument pour pecher, sorte de filet.
(1289, Cout. de Sainte Genevieve, f. 35. Godefroy, La Curne).
SAVSNEL, s.m., instrument de peche . ( Jures de S. Ouen.
f. 291, v, Arch. Seine-Infer. Godefroy).
SEAULE
,
s.f., instrument de p£che.(1314, Arch. JJ 50,
f . 31 r. Godefroy)
.
SEINE, saene, saiene, saigne, saim, sairne, saimme,
saine, sayme, sayne, scene, seigne, seime, seisme, seme,
seyne, seynne, soyine, s.f., seine, filet
.
(Godefroy , La
Curne, Du Cange under Seyna) . All of these forms, occurring
in the dictionaries as a number of different articles, would
seem to be variations of a single form, the modern seine.
Etymology : "Du lat . sagena (Diet. gen.).
SEURS
,
s.m., engin a p£cher.(0rd. I, p. 793; G.C. de
Fr. liv. I, p. 28. La Curne).
SOUBROIS
,
soubsrois, soubraiz, s.f., sorte de filet.
(Godefroy, Du Cange under Subricula) . This word seems to be
a combination of sous and rets (sub+retes). Cf. Rois, Raiz.
SUPLOT
,
supplot, s.m., engin a pecher
.( 1594 , Cout. de





s.f., instrument pour pe'cher . (Chart a Phil. Pule,
ann. 1289. inter Consuet. Genovef . mss. fol. 35 v. Du Cange
under Tacha 4) . This word is clearly related to the German
Tasche (C.H.G. tasoa) . The French word poche is frequently
employed in describing nets. The etymology of tasca, how-
ever, is very uncertain. It is not known whether the Romance
languages borrowed the word from German, or whether the
Germans borrowed it from the Latin peoples. Tasca goes back
perhaps to *taxa, """taxica, from taxare. Of. Kluge , Etymo-
logisches Wttrterbuch der Deutschen Sprache, under Tasche.
TENEL
,
s.m., engin de p£che.(Avr. 1380, Ord. VI, 471.
Godefroy, Du Cange under Tenellus 3)
.
TOREOUT t s.m., engin de peche.(Est. de Fougieres,









s.m. et f., ... Sorte de f ilet .( Godefroy , Du Cange under
Tragum) . This word is clearly the present participle of





TRAINE, -ainne, trayne, traynne
,
traisne, trahine,
trahyne, trane, s.f., retard ... Sorte de seine ordinaire-
ment composee de trois filets appliques l'un sur 1' autre.
(L.Joub., Hist des poiss. de Rond., VIII, 14, ed. 1558.
Godefroy). Cf. modern traine. Etymology : "Subst . verbal de
trainer"
.
(Diet . gen.). Etymology of trainer : "Origine incer-
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taine; semble d£riv£ d'un ancien subst . ""traine (different
du mot actuel traine), correspondant an lat . pop. '"tragina,
action de tirer, forme" sur ""tragere d'apres ruina, de
mere" . (Diet . gen.). Cf. Traineau.
TRAINKAU, trainel, trainiel, traisnel, traynel, s.m.,
trainnelle, s.f., filet de pSche .( Godefroy , La Curne , Du
Cange under Trahale) . Cf. modern traineau. Etymology:" Derive"
de trainer
"
(Diet . gen.). See Traine.
TRAMA IRE t s.m., tramail, sorte de filet a p£cher . ( 1511
,
Invent. Reg, 13 Corb., f 39 v. donne sans ex. par Du Cange,
sous Tramallum. Godefroy). Cf. Tramail.
TRAMAIL
,





La Curne). Cf. modern tramail. Etymology: "Du lat. pop.







, s.m., lieu oil il est permis de pecher avec
le tramail
.( 1353 , Arch. JJ 82, piece 256, ap . Du Cange,
Tramallum. Godefroy, Du Cange under Tramallum) .Cf . Tramail.
TREINEKE
.
s.f., prob . traine, espece de filet. (Lib.
Custum., I, 117, Rer. britann. script. Godefroy). This word
seems to be related to traine. Horning, Zeitschrift XX, 340,
thinks that the ending -eke represents the suffix —ac cus
.
and that the word belongs to the Picard dialect. Cf. Traine.
TREZ
, s.m., corde.(C. G. I, p. 603. La Curne). The
example given is:"Nul ne doit pecher a filetz et ligne a
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plomb ou autres engins defendus" . One of the definitions
given by Godefroy under Trait is:"Ce que l'on tire d'un jet






s.f., sorte d'engin de p§che.(1594, Cout. de
Lorr., Cout. g£n., II, 1075, £d. 1604. Godefroy, La Curne )
.
Schuchardt, Romanische Etymologieen, p. 179, considers
trouille as a variant of trouble, truble . Cf. Truble.
TRUBLE, trible, s.f., sorte de filet .( Godefroy , La
Curne, Du Cange under Trubla) . This word survives in modern
French. Etymology : "Du lat. tribula, sorte de herse
,
par
extension de sens, devenu trible, truble, Acad, donne aussi
trouble, forme influenced par le verbe troubler "
.
(Diet . gen.).
Schuchardt, Romanische Etymologieen, p. 177, derives trouble,
truble, directly from troubler -<£':"turbulare
. Godefroy also
has Trublier, s.m., pScheur qui se sert de truble.
TRUBLEAU, troubleau, s.m., filet dormant de p£che.
(Godefroy, La Curne). Etymology: Schuchardt, Romanische
Etymologieen, p. 178, derives the word from troubler, and
seems to accept the etymology trouble+eau, proposed by
Littre and others. Cf. Truble.
TRUBLHUR, treu., s.m., truble, filet. (1409, Arch. J
J
164, piece 57, ap . Du Cange, Tribla. La Curne). Cf. Truble.
TRUGLE, s., truble. (Ms. 7615, III, p. 212. La Curne).
This form is probably a mistake for truble. Cf . Truble.
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TRUEL, s.ra., filet pour la pSche.(Du pescheor de Pont





vallois, s.m., instrument propre a la peche.
(Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Varlognia)
.
VENAIGE, s.m., le droit de pScher ou de prendre du
poisson a la venne d'un moulin.(Lib. cens. castell. Arciac.
ad albam, fol. 2. v. Du Cange under Venna 1). The word
venne above (du Cange, French Index), is found neither in
the Diet. g£n. nor in Littr6. Probably the modern vanne is
meant. The etymology of the word would be then: Derived
from venne or vanne, which, according to the Diet, gen., is:





s.m., filet soutenu par un demi-cercle de
piquets; ayant son ouverture vers la c5te, il retient a la
raar£e descendante les plies et autres menus poissons.(JJ 172,
p. 254. La Curne, Du Cange under Venetum) . Cf. Venaige
.
VENUGJE, s.f., instrument de pe*che . ( 1458, Arch. J J 188,
piece 42, Du Cange, Bigo. Godefroy).
VERGAL
,
-jaul, s.m., sorte de filet pour la peche.
(1403, Arch. JJ 207, piece 138; Du Cange, Vergatum. Godefroy).
Schuchardt, Zeitschrift fur Deutsche Wortforschung, II, 82,
discussing the Latin "vert ibeHum and its Romance derivatives,
gives as influenced by 'Verga the following forms from the
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south of France: vergol, vergat , vergadel, verguisso. The
form Vergal would seem to be related to these. The next
word, Vergat, is evidently the same as his vergat, and
Vergoeul and Verzeul would seem to be simply further varia-
tions. Cf. Verveux.
VERGAT, verjat, s.m., instrument propre a la p§che.
(Chart a ann. 1397, in Reg. 155. Chart oph. reg. ch. 117;
Chart a ann. 1403, ex Reg. 207. ch. 138. Du Cange under
Vergatum) . See Vergal.
VERGOEUL, s.m., instrument de pSche.(1507, Cout.
d'Araines, ap. Bouthors, Cout. loc. du baill. d'Amiens, I,
375. Godefroy). See Vergal.
VERNEUX, s.m., filet. (Ord. V, p. 208. La Curne). La
Curne proposes the correction verveux.
VERNOT, s.m., filet on instrument pour la peche.(1407,
Arch. JJ 162, f 126 v. Godefroy).
VERRUEIL, s.m., sorte de filet. (Du Cange under Vertebo-
lum). Du Cange gives this word without an example as a
Norman word:" ... genus retis, quod Normanni nostri Verrueil,
Latini Verriculum vocant".
VERVAIN




La Curne). See Verveux.
VERVE IL
, s.m., verveux, filet . (Oudin, Diet, fr.-esp.,
£d. 1660. Godefroy). See Verveux.
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VERVEUX, vrevieux, s.m., filet circulaire soutenu par
des cercles qui vont en diminuant jusqu^u fond ou tombe le
poisson. (Godefroy
,
Supp.). Verveux survives in modern French.
Etymology : "M§me radical que vervelle, avec une desinence
obscure"
.
(Diet . gen.). Etymology of vervelle :"Du lat . pop.





gen.). The forms Vervain,
Verveil, Vervier, Vervuin, are probably the same original
word with different suffixes. Cf. Vergal.






, p. 507. La
Curne) . See Verveux.
VERZEUL
,
s m., verveux, espece de filet pour prendre
du poisson. (Lit . remiss, ann. 1191. ex Reg. 141. Chartoph.
reg. ch. 103. Du Cange under Vervilium) . See Vergal.




S. Quint ini in
insula, p. 96. Du Cange under Vieria 2).
VILLEREC
, -rech, -re, adj., qualifie une sorte de




, 117, says that this form
is a variant of Anwillerech. See Anwillerech.
WAR, ware, s.m., barrage, engin pour prendre le poisson,
pare a poisson. (XV s., Extrait du registre des fiefs relevant
de la dame de Vendome, Arch. Bourbourg, Reg. 556, Bulletins

du comite flamand de France, v. 516; 1527, Mandement de
Charles-Quint, Ch. des cornptes Lille, B2340. Godefroy) .
Godefroy refers us to the word Jard, which he defines as :
"grand receptacle d'eau de mer construit dans les marais
salants de la Saintonge" . The two examples of war, ware,
are from the north of France, and it would seem likely that
they represent the Germanic Werk. Cf . Boulevard.
XEPET, s.m., engin de pSche.(Cart. de Gorze, XVI, 67,
Nouv. Cout. gen., II, 1097. Godefroy, La Curne). The defini-
tion given by La Curne is: "Plomb (rapprochez Sep6). He has
however no article Se'pe*.
XOUPPAT, s.m., sorte de filet ? (1459, Hist, de Metz,
v, 640. Godefroy). Cf. Xepet
.
ZACLE, s.m., sorte de filet pour la peche.(Frere Nicole,
Trad, des prouffitz champ, de P. des Crescens, f 124 v, ed.
1516. Godefroy). In the Latin original P. de Crescentiis
uses the word Zaclus, given by Du Cange, who says : "Legendum
forte Zachus. Vide Sachus 2". He defines Sachus as:"Instru-
mentum piscandi, retis genus". For other names of nets






FAISSEL. Dr. Blondheim informs me that according to
the opinion of Thomas, expressed orally, faissel goes back
to a Vulgar Latin form '"faxeHum.
GORD. Meyer-Lubke, Romanisches Etymologisches Vi'Orter-
buch, derives gourt , Provencal gore, from "'gurgus , and gives
a reference to an article by Thomas in the Melanges Louis
Havet, page 513, which was not accessible.
HARMS . T. A. Jenkins, Modern Philology X, April 1913,
proposes a more probable etymology. He derives harnas from
Germanic heri-"nast
,
plural heri-nesti, army straps, hence
army gear of all kinds, gear in general.
RASSAT
. This word was found in Godefroy.
-mi


